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Current Therapy in Neurological Surgery
1985-1986. Edited by Donlin L Long. (Pp
238; £4200.) Oxford: Blackwell Scientific
Publications, 1985.

This volume in the Current Therapy series
seeks to provide the "interested practitioner
with a specific opinion by an expert which
suggests an effective mode of therapy for an

individual patient".
It is a multi-author, North American text

covering a broad spectrum of neurosurgery

in refreshingly short chapters which are

clearly subdivided and easily read. The edi-
tor's intention is to focus on therapy at the
expense of aetiology, pathology, diagnosis
and natural history. The book often fails to
accomplish this, partly because the therapy
of a disease process varies according to the
mode of presentation and attendant compli-
cations. Where an author follows strictly the
editorial guidelines, the result is often a val-
ueless introduction followed by descriptive
operative surgery.

Sadly, the book contains no references
and furthermore, most authors give concise
treatment recommendations with no figures
to substantiate their argument. This deval-
ues the text and is a surprising omission as

these considerable authorities must have
these figures readily available. A further
general criticism is the lack of any illustra-
tions rendering some of the operative
descriptions incomprehensible. Those of us

who have never seen the anterior approach
to the foramen magnum find it very hard to
understand why one suddenly switches mid-
operation from a lateral submandibular dis-
section to a "midline lip-splitting incision".

In its present format, this book will be
useful both as a revision aid for post-
graduate examinations and, to lawyers, as a
lucid summary of consensus Neurosurgical
Management in 1985!

PD LEES

Frontiers in Biochemical and Pharma-
cological Research in Depression (Advances
in Biochemical Pharmacology Series Volume
39.) Edited by Earl Usdin, Marie Asberg,
Leif Bertilsson and Folke Sjoqvist. (Pp 482;
$93.50.) New York: Raven Press, 1984.

This book provides in 42 detailed chapters
the material presented at a Nobel Confer-
ence in 1984. The subjects covered range

principly from basic neuropharmacology to
the clinical pharmacology of depression.
There are also chapters on changes in neuro-

peptides and in neuroendocrine systems in
depression. The standard throughout the
book is uniformly high. Unfortunately there
are a number of competitors on the market
which are also of a high standard and which
by virtue of much larger lists of references
will be of more value as reference books.

STUART CHECKLEY

Neurological Problems in the Elderly. Edited
by Marion Hildick-Smith. (Pp 251; £20-00.)
London: Bailliere Tindall/WB Saunders,
1985.

This nicely produced paperback is an

attempt by one of our very best geriatric
physicians to provide a more rational basis
for the management of elderly patients with
neurological disorders.
At a time when medical and surgical ser-

vices are being straightened throughout the
Health Service, one of life's unexplained
wonders is the continued sponsorship of the
expansion of geriatrics by the DHSS. With
the growing recognition of the enormous

problems, medical and social, presented by
the elderly, geriatricians are faced with
major clinical problems, a high proportion
of which are neurological. That such prob-
lems are often badly handled, both by over-

zealous investigation and by omission, is
widely recognised; this book may be seen as

an attempt to rectify this situation.
Introductory chapters review some of the

"normal" aberrations of the ageing process
from those signifying disease. They survey

clinical signs (Stern), neurochemistry (Wil-
cock) and the examination and investigation
(Caird). There follows an extensive section
on strokes and TIAs, then a series of essays
on Parkinsonism, epilepsy (Hildick-Smith),
confusional states, dementia, balance and
falls. The final chapters deal with dis-
turbances of bladder and bowel, autonomic
disorders, neuropathies and myopathies and
a useful section on neurosurgical decisions
in the elderly (Bartlett).
The text does not attempt to be compre-

hensive. There is for example no discussion
of the common problem of headaches, and
but brief mention of motor neuron disease.
It does, however, present an attractive, and
on the whole, well written series of essays
which are provided with selective and com-

mendably up to date references. The quality
is uneven.

I found the early chapters on normal
ageing most helpful. The important chap-
ters on cerebrovascular disease provide a

good deal of factual information about
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epidemiology, but the geriatrician remains
as uncertain as the neurologist about the
indications for angiography, thrombo-
endarterectomy and anti-platelet drugs.
Mulley points out that even non-invasive
techniques should not be performed except
as a prelude to angiography; perhaps he
undervalues digital vascular imaging as a
technique, though in this age group the
therapeutic dividends must be very small.
The chapters on neuropathies, dementia
and the confusional states and on disorders
of balance are unsatisfactory, containing
little more than can be found in a student's
textbook. Multiple sclerosis and cervical
spondylosis are found under the heading of
Neuropathies. The latter, an important and
common problem in the elderly receives but
scant attention, and the equally important
topic of vertigo is never clearly untangled
from a general appraisal of dizziness.

There is a lasting impression that those
who treat the aged are trying almost too
hard to keep abreast of the neurosciences,
but are insecure in their application in
organic nervous disease. Surely, much of the
art of the physician is the recognition of
patterns of illness and natural history, with
the attendant implication of knowing when,
and especially when not to intervene. This
approach is surprisingly lacking in some of
the advice given. Despite these reservations,
this will prove to be a useful contribution to
an exiguous part of the clinical literature
and I warmly recommend it to the consul-
tants and junior doctors in geriatric medi-
cine for whom it is intended.

JMS PEARCE

An Early History of Craniotomy. From
Antiquity to the Napoleonic Era. By Louis
Bakay. (Pp 150; $22.75.) Illinois: Charles C
Thomas, 1985.

This is a history for the general reader and
particularly for those whose ideas of the
precedents of neurosurgery are rather vague.
Dr Bakay begins his story with neolithic tre-
panation, and ends with the early nineteenth
century, on the grounds that there were no
developments from that time until the begin-
ning of the modern era on account of the
high mortality from sepsis.
The majority of craniotomies in the his-

torical times within the period under consid-
eration were for the treatment of head
injuries. Many of the surgeons had military
experience, and debate was as much about
the indications for operation as the tech-
nique.
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